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COMING SOON  
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eelings of youth must be honored

eading together with adults

wnership of self to society

illingness to take risks

nclusion for all

ow is as important as the future

rounded in refl-Action

Coalition Charter

Gender Quotient by Gender Jagrik vartaLab 
Environment Blueprint by Pulse_The Nature Lab

 You can reach out to Akshit Jain for taking these journeys to your communities

Youth Duties and Rights Draft Declaration

Duty to take 
leadership in every 

space/ sphere

Duty to promote fraternity 
and social harmony by 

establishing diverse 
relationships 

Duty to proactively 
engage in social change 

by volunteering

Right to decision 
making and 

representation in 
every space/ sphere

Right to enabling 
spaces for discovering 

self and society

Right to sustainable 
livelihoods and 
entrepreneurial 

opportunities of one’s choice

Through this vartaVaani, we bring to you some of the key frameworks and designs the coalition has co- 
created over the last 3 years.

Togetherness Table Samjho Toh Q-ki Championship Gender Jagrik

An intergenerational 
experience to transform 
limiting feelings into positive 
energy through dialogues and 
experiential tasks around love, 
freedom, ownership, learning 
and social hope.
There were two editions - 
Constitution and Wellbeing

Samjho Toh - The Samvidhan 
LIVE! Dialogues & Fraternity 
Labs to bring together 
polarised young people to 
dialogue across faultlines using 
the framework of the 
constitution to collaborate on a 
co-create a shared idea of india 

A reality check, 
intergenerational 
championship played through 
interactive quizzes, plutories 
performances on case studies 
and best practices to create 
awareness. There were two 
editions - YDR and Wellbeing

Young men and boys who may 
have been perpetrators and 
who are now Inspired Insiders 
working within their 
communities to co-lead norm 
change on gender based 
violence, enhance gender 
equality in leadership and 
decision making, and shift
narratives about masculinity

"I was someone who believed my belief was the only truth. I was never curious about another’s perspective. I had a very strong 
stance and never wanted to listen and discus anything with anyone. But with Samjho Toh, something changed. I was surprised at my 

own curiosity and I started asking more questions. I realize that asking questions is what makes us educated." 
- Gopal Singh Gandhwani, 19, Fraternity Champion

 Design principles for youth centric 
innovations

co-created by the membership group and 
endorsed by 100+ members, it brings out 
our purpose, vision and values.

Jagrik Index for Spaces by vartaKarta


